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In our publication, we described the differences in virulence between three PR8 isolates: PR8M, PR8F and hvPR8 (Blazejewska et al.,
2011). PR8M replicates to high titers in the lung of DBA/2J mice, but not C57BL/6J, and kills DBA/2J mice, but not C57BL/6J at an infection
dose of 2103 FFU. PR8F infection is lethal in both mouse strains.
We now found out that based on a miscommunication between our laboratories, the origin of the PR8M virus was not correctly
described in our original publication. We have corrected this. We also re-sequenced PR8M, PR8F and re-assorted PR8WT_HA(F) viruses
that were described in the original publication, and we provided an updated sequence comparison (Table 1). We apologize for any
inconveniences that readers may have had because of these errors.
Page 40 correction
Differences in the HA amino acid sequence may account for different protein folding and protease cleavage in the PR8F versus PR8M variant
The predicted amino acid sequence of the HA gene exhibited seven amino acid changes between PR8F and PR8M (S10C, S123R, G276D,
M288I, T337I, I349F, and M492I). In the predicted NA protein sequence, two amino acid differences were observed between PR8F and
PR8M, at positions 8 and 131. The predicted PA sequences showed three difference at positions 275, 351, and 682 the predicted NP
sequence revealed one amino acid difference at positions 287, the predicted PB1 sequences showed three differences at positions 205, 398,
and 524, the predicted PB1-F2 sequence showed two differences at position 59 and 60, the predicted PB1 NP40 sequence showed three
differences at positions 166, 359 and 485, and the predicted PB2 sequence showed two amino acid difference at position 105 and 560, and
the predicted M2 sequence at position 27. No differences were observed in the M1, NS and the NEP amino acid sequence.
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Viruses
Original stocks of the PR8M virus were from the strain collection at the Institute of Virology, Gießen, Germany (see also (Liedmann
et al., 2013)). The PR8M virus represents a separate plaque-puriﬁed isolate of the original PR8 mouse-adapted virus (Liedmann et al., 2013)
and thus has a different passage history with respect to the most commonly used PR8 laboratory strains (Hoffmann et al., 2002; Hoffmann
et al., 2000). Please note also that the PR8M virus was not generated by plasmid rescue.
Discussion
Since the PR8M virus is different from the PR8WT virus, the reassortant carrying the PR8F HA segment on the backbone of PR8WT
(Hoffmann et al., 2002, 2000; Liedmann et al., 2013) is not isogenic to PR8M. Nevertheless, our conclusion that the HA of PR8M is less
virulent than PR8F still holds true, because in a recent publication (Liedmann et al., 2013), it was shown that the HA segment of PR8M is
less virulent than the HA of the common PR8 laboratory strain.
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Table 1
Comparison of amino acid differences between different virus variants.
Proteins Position PR8M PR8F PR8WT_HA(F)
PB2 105 I T I
560 I V V
PB1 205 M I M
398 G E E
524 G S S
563 R R I
PB1 NP40 166 M I M
359 G E E
485 G S S
524 R R I
PB1-F2 59 R K R
60 R Q R
PA 275 L P P
351 K E E
682 N D D
HA 10 C S S
123 R S S
276 D G G
288 I M M
337 I T T
349 F I I
492 I M M
NP 287 N S S
NA 8 I T I
131 S N S
349 S S G
M2 27 T A T
NS-1 55 E E K
NEP 26 G G E
Please note that PR8WT_HA(F) represents the reassorted virus which was previously called ‘PR8M_HA_F’.
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